Abstract. Traditional sound source localization algorithm depends on high accuracy sensor array. A new algorithm based random sensor location is proposed using wireless sensor network in this paper. This algorithm adopts the least square method to estimate sound source location, through computing the delay among some sensor nodes with random location information of themselves. In addition, we introduce threshold to reduce the iteration error and clustering method to decrease the time complexity. Simulation experiment results show that this algorithm has a larger detection range than current algorithms, and acquire accuracy position at the same time.
Introduction
Sound source localization technology receives sound wave through acoustic sensing devices, then converses the acoustic signal using electronic device [1] . Wireless sensor networks(WSN) is a burgeoning information acquisition and information processing technology. WSN integrates sensors, MEMS and internet information, with advantages of low power consumption, low cost, easy to deploy, easy to expand. WSN mainly be used in military, environment, health, family and other business field [2] .
The existing sound source localization methods mainly include high resolution spectrum estimation technology, steerable beam forming technology based on the maximum output power, time difference of arrival(TDOA) technology etc [3] . The deployment of plenty sensor node (node below) array often use special formations (three or four element array) [4] . Structure of the regular form array is simple, but vulnerable to topography and other environmental conditions. Sound source localization method of irregular array does not depend on the structure of array. Sheng proposes a kind of multiple sound source maximum likelihood method adapted in irregular array [5] . Rabbat describes a distributed positioning method, which averages the amount of calculation, but need to transfer value serially between the nodes, so as to slow the convergence speed [6] .
In this paper we present an irregular array sound source localization method suitable for a wide range of areas based on WSN. A number of nodes are randomly deployed to make up WSN monitoring sound signals in a wide range. The location of nodes themselves can be determined by GPS signals. The sound reaching time among every dual active nodes is recorded, and then calculated the delay of both. The equations are given in our paper using acoustic source localization algorithm based on TDOA, which will be solved by least square method. The effective nodes using threshold and clustering method proposed are to reduce the amount of computation, communication, and energy consumption. The simulation results show the effectiveness of this algorithm proposed.
Sound source localization algorithm
Localization principle. The coordinate position of the sound source is ( , ) S x y , and the coordinates of each node are 1 τ is the delay.
The delay between any dual nodes to determine an equation, so we have equations: ( , ) 0, 0,1, ,
(1) m is the number of equations. Namely: Iteration formula to calculate the least squares solution of the equations (2) is:
Z is the linear least squares solution of linear equations
, that is:
A is the Jacobi matrix of ( ) k X , and
F is the left end function value in kth iteration.
Known from (3), Localization process. Localization network consists of sound sensor nodes with location-aware capabilities and sink nodes. All sound sensor nodes under time synchronization send the location information to the sink node sin the network is initializing phase. When there are sound sensor node monitored the specified sound signal, they will send the arrival time of sound to the sink node. The sink nodes solve the location information using iterative method, after receiving a certain number (threshold) of sound data. 
We choose the node with minimal mean square deviation as the actual sound location.
(2)Error analysis. Accuracy of the sound source localization model may be affected by the impact of two aspects: the delay error and the position error among the nodes. The delay error refers to the time error caused by fail synchronization or the propagation delay in different environments. The position error is caused by inaccurate node position. To integrate GPS module in sound sensors is one solution so that the error can be controlled in acceptable range.
(3)Algorithm optimization.
The distance between dual nodes may be too close so that node position error is relatively large. Therefore, we introduce a distance threshold to avoid bad nodes. In addition, the clustering method is also another effective method to choose better nodes. A plenty of nods in wide range are divided to a few clusters by clustering algorithm. We select one node in unique cluster as delegate, so as to layer the whole WSN network. This method can reduce the energy consumption, extend the network lifetime, and balance network load [7] .
simulation and result analysis
Simulation platform and the error. Our simulation experiments are executed on VC++ platform, 80km x 80km square area. 50 sensors are randomly placed in 5km center. We specify the positioning error of anchor node itself is 5 m, the delay error is 1ms, and the sound velocity is 340m / s.
The experiments were used four methods to simulate accuracy: global method, threshold method, clustering method and multi-array group method [8] . Severally, global method is a strategy based on all sound source node information; the value of the threshold method is set to 1.2km; all source nodes in clustering method are divided into 15 clusters and the distance of two nodes in same cluster is 0.756km while is 2.60 between one cluster and another; multi-array group method use two arrays. The angle error (degree) and the distance error (km) caused by the sound source is measured.
Results and analysis. It can be drawn from Table 1 that the angle error of three methods above did not change significantly with the distances, but global method is about half of the error. Multi-array group method has higher accuracy in 5km distance than ours. When the distance is farther, it is very bad due to insufficient robustness (part of the errors reach 50 to 130 degrees). Table 2 shows that distance error of three methods increased with the distance. When the distance is 2km, distance error of threshold method and clustering method are 1.65m and 1.51m, which were 33% and 30.2% of GPS positioning accuracy (5m); distance error of multi-array group method in 5km was similar as the method of ours, but the error increased rapidly when distance was farther. Clustering method is more efficient than the other two methods, because communication is greatly reduced, network energy consumption is small, and the amount of calculation of nodes is also relatively small. When the distance is farther, our methods have a smaller error than multi-array group method and have higher robustness.
The angle error and distance error in whole area is analyzed in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . Fig.1 shows that the direction positioning has higher accuracy when angular error is 0.07 degrees or less. Fig.2 shows that when distance error is 1.2km or less, the closer to the center, the smaller error. Fig.2 Distance error Conclusions. In this paper, an irregular array sound source localization model which is applicable to a wide range is proposed. We utilize a large number of nodes deployed randomly in a wide range to monitor the sound signal. These nodes are linked by wireless sensor networks. Threshold method and clustering method to reduce amount of computation and communication, reduce energy consumption etc. While, clustering method achieves a layered network, avoids energy waste. Simultaneously, the energy consumption is balanced among nodes in the network. Data information converges to the sink node, and location computation is calculated on the PC end.
